
Remoterum is a platform that provides job offers online to freelancers and employees on
the autism spectrum, along professional guidance online

The adult population on the autism spectrum in Israel
and around the world is growing at a very fast pace. The
data indicate that about 1:80 of the children in Israel are
diagnosed on the autism spectrum. According to the
Ministry of Welfare, the number of people diagnosed in
the last decade has tripled and about a third of the
population on the autism spectrum is high functioning.
In the employment market we can see that despite the
attempt to integrat into the "regular" workplace, the
dropout rate is still very high. The latest findings suggest
that the unemployment rate stands at about 70% among
adults on the high-functioning autism spectrum.

The need of employment for people with disabilities in
general and people with autism in particular, is greater
than the supply. In addition, people with autisem often
find it difficult to integrate into “regular” workplaces
because of challenges that are not necessarily related to
the work itself. Therefore, they find themselves having
difficulties finding a decent job or having to settle for
work that does not match their abilities which, in many
cases, are above average. All this leads to high burnout
and difficulties in holding on to the same workplace for a
long period of time.

A hybrid platform for providing job offers to freelancers
and employees on the autism spectrum while providing
professional and occupational guidance online.
Remoterum puts upfront the professional abilities of
high-functioning autistic people, while eliminating
backgrond noise associated with a job search. We allow
them to realize their professional potential as freelancers
by supplying selected services while addressing their
needs and providing quality and effective work for
clients. The site works as a marketplace for jobs with a
supply in several areas where each employee can choose
a job according to his professional skills. The jobs that are
offered are currently built according to the jobs in which
we have seen that there is potential for demand from
employers and appropriate training on behalf of service
providers.

Our advantage is in the innovation we bring. Our
uniqueness is in the use of a hybrid model that combines
the online job offers with human professional and
employment guidance. This format provides a more
effective solution in adapting the job to the job seekers
and in preventing mental anguish for job seekers and
employers. In addition to taht, the cost of the
occupational guidance is significantly cheaper than the
"traditional" way and allows skyling and a more efficient
and wider response.

Yehuda Gabizon has worked with people with autism in
the private sector (companies and non-profit
organization) and the public sector (ministry of health),
and brings together with his experience at work the
combination of the different worlds of content to the
accuracy of their needs and finding beneficial
employment solutions for them.
Zvia Gabizon works in marketing. After several positions
in branding and marketing companies, Zvia decided to
take her tools and experience and do something with
them that also has value and social action.

The business model is based on current commission
revenues on any work you do through the platform. This
fee will be charged for accompanying and finding the job
to any one that is employed through Remoterum, while
maintaining a fair wage in relation to the work. In the
future we would like to add a premium service for people
who will require more intensive guidance or for
promotion and assistance in the job search.

For more info:
Yehuda Gabizon

052-6018554
contactus@remoterum.com
www.remoterum.com
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